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Correlates of Depression in Bipolar Disorder
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Abstract—We analyze time series from 100 patients with1

bipolar disorder for correlates of depression symptoms.2

Since the sampling interval is non-uniform we quantify the3

extent of missing and irregular data using new measures4

of compliance and continuity. We find that uniformity of5

response is negatively correlated with the standard devi-6

ation of sleep ratings (ρ = −0.26, p = 0.01). To investigate7

the correlation structure of the time series themselves,8

we apply the Edelson-Krolik method for correlation es-9

timation. We examine the correlation between depression10

symptoms for a subset of patients and find that self-11

reported measures of sleep and appetite/weight show a12

lower average correlation than other symptoms. Using13

surrogate time series as a reference data set, we find no14

evidence that depression is correlated between patients,15

though we note a possible loss of information from sparse16

sampling.17

Keywords—Bipolar disorder, Mood variability, Time18

series analysis, Public healthcare, Psychiatry,19

I. I NTRODUCTION20

H EALTH telemonitoring can benefit both pa-21

tients and healthcare providers. A systematic22

review by Polisenaet al. [1] found that home23

telehealth saved costs in 20 out of 22 studies,24

though it did note the poor quality of most of the25

economic evaluations. Another review by Paré et al.26

[2] examined 65 empirical studies of telemonitoring27

over four types of chronic illnesses: pulmonary con-28

ditions, diabetes, hypertension, and cardiovascular29

diseases. They drew no conclusion about economic30

viability but only because this was the subject of31

few studies most of which had no detailed analysis.32

However, they suggested that telemonitoring might33
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have a positive effect on the patients’ condition and34

that this would be a promising avenue for research.35

A more recentBMJ review [3] found evidence 36

of fewer hospital admissions and lower mortality37

among patients allocated to receive telehealth in-38

terventions, though again there was no evidence of39

cost savings. However there are other benefits from40

both the patient’s and clinician’s point of view. The41

patients are monitored in their own environment,42

avoiding ‘white coat syndrome’ and they may have43

the freedom to manage their own reporting. 44

Most obvious from the researcher’s point of view45

is the automated acquisition of data for analysis,46

sampled more often than an outpatient appointment47

would allow. Here, though, the freedom afforded48

to the patient has a potential disadvantage for time49

series analysis. If data can be returned at any time50

then the analyst cannot assume a regular reporting51

interval. Since most time series methods require52

uniform sampling, a common approach is to inter-53

polate the data as a preprocessing step. In this study54

we apply methods that may be used directly on55

non-uniform data and introduce two new measures56

for quantifying non-uniformity. The structure of57

the paper is as follows. In§II we introduce time 58

series analysis and the Edelson-Krolik method for59

estimating correlation. In§III we describe measures60

for quantifying non-uniformity in time series and in61

§IV show their application to telemonitored data.62

§V describes several different applications of the63

Edelson-Krolik correlation and correlation between64

time series using surrogate data. Finally,§VI sum- 65

marizes the findings of the study. 66

II. T IME SERIES 67

Time series analysis involves the description,68

explanation and prediction of observations taken se-69

quentially in time [4]. Description implies the use of70

numerical and graphical descriptive statistics such71

as time plots and the correlogram. Correlograms can72

revealseasonality, which is the tendency to repeat73
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a pattern of a certain periodicity such as a yearly74

cycle andtrend or long-term variation up or down.75

Whereas description provides information about a76

given time series, inference induces a general form77

based on a finite number of observations. An ex-78

ample is time series regression which attempts to79

model an underlying relationship between depen-80

dent variables and time. Regression is often applied81

in the context of time series prediction because of82

its many practical applications. Linear approaches83

are popular because they are readily interpretable84

and convenient [5]. Stationary, linear time-invariant85

(LTI) Gaussian systems introduce several symme-86

tries that have many conveniences including statis-87

tical stability, sufficiency of 1st and 2nd-order mo-88

ments, and convex and analytic inference procedures89

[6]. Nonlinear models can represent regime switch-90

ing behaviour and parsimonious nonlinear models91

have been shown to outperform linear methods in92

economic forecasting [7].93

Correlation estimation94

The autocorrelation function is an important mea-95

sure of serial dependence in a time series, and is96

defined for a stationary random processY (t) as97

ρ(s) =
γ(s)

γ(0)
(1)

where s is the time lag andγ(s) is the autoco-98

variance function defined as the covariance between99

Y (t) and Y (t − s). An informative way of rep-100

resenting the serial dependence in a time series101

is by a graph of autocorrelation coefficientsρ(k)102

against the integer lagk. This sequence represents103

a sample autocorrelation function (a.c.f.) and is104

called thecorrelogram [8]. Since natural time series105

often have missing or irregular data, it is often the106

applied sciences that have derived methods for their107

analysis. In astrophysics Edelson and Krolik [9]108

derived the discrete correlation function (DCF) for109

correlation estimation in non-uniform time series. It110

is defined for two discrete, centered time seriesai111

andbj, first as a set of unbinned discrete correlation112

values113

UDCFij =
aibj

√

(σ2
a − e2a)(σ

2
b − e2b)

(2)

for a measured pair of observations(ai, bj) whose114

time difference is∆tij. Hereai andbj are a concise115

notation fora(ti) and b(tj) respectively,σa, σb are 116

the respective standard deviations andea, eb are 117

estimates of the measurement noise in each time118

series. The discrete correlation function is derived119

by averaging the set of M unbinned values 120

DCF (τ) =
1

M

∑

|∆tij−τ |<∆τ
2

UDCFij (3)

whereτ is the bin centre and∆τ is the bin width. 121

The standard error is given by 122

σDCF (τ) =
1

M ′′

(

∑

(UDCFij −DCF (τ))2
)1/2

(4)
recalling thatUDCFij is a set andDCF (τ) is 123

a scalar for givenτ . The summation is over124

|∆tij − τ | < ∆τ
2

as before and the normalising con-125

stantM ′′ is equal to((M − 1)(M ′ − 1))2 with M ′
126

the number of unique measurement times for the127

seriesai. 128

The Edelson-Krolik method is closely related to129

the variogram, an approach that is well known in130

geostatistics where it is used to model spatial corre-131

lations [10]. It was until recently rarely mentioned in132

texts on time series or in the statistical literature as133

a whole [11] with the exception of Chatfield [4] and134

Diggle [8], who defines the variogram as follows:135

V (k) = 1
2
E[{Y (t)− Y (t− k)}2] (5)

= γ(0) (1− ρ(k)) (6)

where terms are defined as before. A plot of the136

quantitiesvij = 1
2
{y(ti) − y(tj)}

2 for all delays 137

kij = ti − tj is called the sample variogram. As138

with the DCF, random scatter in the plot may arise139

from small sample sizes used in calculatingvij . This 140

scatter can be reduced by averagingvij over binned 141

time values to givēv(k). 142

The binned variogram and discrete correlation143

function are examples of aslotting approach that 144

uses a rectangular kernel to bin pairs of obser-145

vations. They belong to one of four categories146

identified by Broersonet al. [12] for handling non- 147

uniform data. The other categories are direct trans-148

form approaches, such as the Lomb-Scargle (LS)149

periodogram [13], model-based estimators (which150

presuppose a knowledge of the time series dy-151

namics) and resampling through interpolation. The152

Lomb-Scargle approach, kernel methods (though153

not slotting) and linear interpolation are compared in154

[14]. Since the data analyzed in this study has high155
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relative noise and large gaps in the time indexes, we156

apply the Edelson-Krolik slotting approach. It pro-157

vides a sample correlogram directly and avoids the158

assumptions necessary for interpolation or model-159

based estimators.160

III. M EASURES OF NON-UNIFORMITY161

We next introduce two measures for quantifying162

missing and non-uniform responses in time series.163

The first, which we callcompliance measures the164

proportion of real observations in a time series165

which contains imputed values. The second mea-166

sure, calledcontinuity quantifies the sampling reg-167

ularity among those real observations. Both mea-168

sures are easily derived from a uniformly sampled169

series with missing data, but here we start from170

an irregular series and assume that a response is171

valid for an interval rather than a single point in172

time. This condition would apply, for example, to173

the answer from questionnaire where the relevant174

interval is the week prior to the response. We begin175

by considering the process of resampling the time176

series into a homogenized equivalent with uniform177

intervals.178

Compliance179

Figure 1 illustrates the resampling process as-180

suming that sampling is approximately once per181

week and that responses are valid for the previous182

week. The optimal weekdayw for the resampled183

time series is chosen to minimise the total deviation184

of the original responses from their corresponding185

resampled position on theX-axis or ‘comb’ of186

weekdays. The deviation in this case is the elapsed187

time to the first response within seven days.188

The comb is then populated from the original189

series as follows. Starting from weekdayw at the190

start, or the last instance ofw before the start, of191

the time series we record any response within seven192

days. We repeat the search from weekdayw in the193

following week and continue until the last response194

of the time series is reached. If no response is found195

within seven days, a missing value is imputed by196

random selection from the previous four responses.197

The imputed value itself is chosen for the purposes198

of illustration and does not affect the non-uniformity199

measures.200

Figure 2 shows the effect of resampling on two201

example series. Most of the original responses are202

            
time (weeks) →

Fig. 1. Illustration of resampling. Diamond markers represent the
original, non-uniform time series and the horizontal linesto the left
of each marker show the period over which the response is valid.
Square markers represent the resampled series and those with a square
central dot are imputed values. TheX-axis or ‘comb’ shows the
optimal weekday which when aligned with the original seriesgives
the minimum total distance (deviation) of the sample time from the
response time.

not shifted while some are moved to an earlier time203

point and where this cannot be accomplished, an204

imputation is made. 205
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Fig. 2. Effect of resampling on high and low compliance time
series. The original responses are denoted by small diamondmarkers
and the resampled series by the larger square border. Imputed values
are shown with a central square dot. The top plot represents an
approximately uniform original time series in which resampling
preserves the time stamps of the original responses: most diamond
markers are centered in the squares. The lower plot illustrates a non-
uniform series where many responses are late and some are missing.
The late responses are shown by a diamond marker located to the
right of center of the square border.

We define compliance as the proportion of non-206

imputed values in the resampled time series. Im-207

putations occur when a response is later than the208

sample periodτ which in this application is equal209

to 7 days. Formally, 210

Cm =
1

N

N−1
∑

k=0

Θ

[

N ′

∑

i=1

1[kτ ≤ ti < (k + 1)τ ]

]

(7)
whereCm is compliance,τ is the uniform sample 211

period andti is the ith element of the time vector212

for the original series, which hasN ′ points. N 213
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is the number of points in the resampled series214

and is equal to the number of weeks spanned by215

the original time series, allowing for the period of216

validity. The functionΘ is equal to0 if its argument217

is 0 otherwise it is equal to1, and the indicator218

operator1 has value1 for a boolean argument of219

true and 0 for false. The value ofCm lies220

between0 and1.221

As long as the original series covers all the new222

sample time points, there will be no imputations and223

the compliance is 100%. For example if responses224

are returned more often than every week, a uniform225

series may be derived by discarding some responses226

and without loss of compliance. A non-uniform227

series may also exhibit full compliance as long228

as no response is more than six (more generally,229

τ − 1) days late. However, longer gaps result in an230

imputed value being added to the uniform series231

and compliance being reduced. The measure thus232

penalizes missing data but not additions or late233

returns.234

Continuity235

A low compliance implies that there is a large236

proportion of imputed points in the resampled series237

but gives no information about their distribution238

throughout the observed responses. A second mea-239

sure which we callcontinuity measures the connect-240

edness of non-imputed responses in the resampled241

time series. To develop the measure, we examine242

the sequence of points in the resampled series and243

label them with a state indicator ofP for imputed244

and R for not imputed. The number of sequential245

state changesR → P is a count of the discontinuity246

and we use the ratio of this count toNr − 1, where247

Nr is the number ofR states. A simple example is248

the sequenceRRR PPP R PPP R. Here there are 2249

sequential changes of state fromR to P out of a250

total of fiveR states giving a continuity of2/4. The251

sequenceRRRRR then has a continuity of 1, and the252

sequenceRPRPR has a continuity of 0. In general253

we then have254

Ct = 1−
1

Nr − 1

(

N−1
∑

k=1

1[ (wk, wk+1) = (R,P)]

)

(8)
where Ct is continuity, N is the length of the255

resampled series andwk ∈ {R,P} is the state of256

thekth data point. The minimum possible continuity257

occurs when theP states are distributed singly258

throughout the time series. In this case, 259

Ct (min) = 1−
Np

N −Np − 1
(9)

≈

{

2Cm−1
Cm

if Cm ≥ 0.5
0 otherwise

(10)

for N ≫ 1 whereNp is the number ofP states. 260

It can be seen from (10) that as the compliance261

approaches 1, the minimum possible continuity262

approaches the compliance. 263

264

So compliance is the proportion of non-imputed265

responses and continuity is the proportion of correct266

intervals among them. Continuity summarizes the267

interval distribution using the probability density268

located only at the desired interval. The location269

of the remaining mass, corresponding to the270

distribution shape, does not influence its value. 271

This approach gives an advantage over standard272

dispersion measures (of either the raw or the273

homogenized series) because all intervals longer274

than the sampling period are classed together. Long275

gaps in the time series, when the patient fails to276

respond for a period, do not greatly influence the277

continuity value, although they are reflected in278

the compliance. The property is also relevant to279

the autocorrelation calculation because time series280

with high continuity can be treated as uniform281

for this purpose. Both compliance and continuity282

can be useful in both selection of near-uniform283

series for the application of standard methods and284

for exploring non-uniformity as an informative285

property in itself. 286

IV. A PPLICATION OF MEASURES 287

We apply the measures to time series from 153288

patients with bipolar disorder who were monitored289

between 2006 and 2011. Data were collected as part290

of the OXTEXT programme funded by the National291

Institute for Health Research which investigates the292

potential benefits of self monitoring of mood for293

people with bipolar disorder. The sub-sample of294

participants in this study was selected from the295

OXTEXT cohort, and includes those patients who296

had used the mood monitoring prior to recruitment297

into OXTEXT and who had given consent for the298

use of anonymised retrospective data for exploratory299

time series analysis. 300
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The mood data is returned approximately each301

week and comprises answers to standard self-rating302

questionnaires for both depression and mania. The303

rating scale used for depression is theQuick Inven-304

tory of Depressive Symptomatology - Self Report305

(QIDS-SR16) [15] which has 16 questions covering306

nine symptom domains for depression (Diagnostic307

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th308

edition, Text Revision) [16]. This self-rated instru-309

ment has highly acceptable psychometric proper-310

ties, including high validity [17]. Each domain can311

contribute up to 3 points giving a total possible312

score of 27 on the scale. The severity of mania is313

quantified using theAltman Self-Rating Mania Scale314

(ASRM) [18] which has 5 questions, each of which315

can contribute up to 4 points, giving a total possible316

score of 20.317

A. Data selection318

The initial set of 153 patients is first cleaned by319

removing repeated response values, that is those320

which share the same time stamp. These repeats321

arise when a patient resubmits a rating score either322

by mistake or in order to correct an earlier response.323

Assuming that earlier values are being corrected,324

we remove repeated responses by taking the most325

recent in the sequence. We then create Set A (n=93)326

with members whose time series have at least 25327

data points, or approximately six months duration.328

Figure 3 illustrates the data selection process.329

Fig. 3. Flow chart for data selection. From the initial data set, Set
A (n=93) of time series having a minimum length of 25 data points
is selected. Two further subsets are then selected from Set A. Set
G (n=40) has equal numbers of each gender, all with a diagnosis
of Bipolar I disorder. Set D (n=32) has equal numbers of patients
having Bipolar I and Bipolar II diagnoses, all of whom are female.
The selection algorithm matches patients by time series length. Where
no patient of matching length can be found, the range is progressively
widened until one or more matches is found.

Two further subsets are then created from Set330

A, one having equal numbers of male and female331

patients and a second with equal number of Bipolar332

I (BPI) and Bipolar II (BPII) diagnoses. The first333

subset is labelled as Set G (n=40) and contains 334

patients all of whom have a diagnosis of BPI335

disorder. It is created by selecting all the patients336

with BPI from Set A and removing the female337

patient with the shortest time series length. The338

second subset, labelled Set D (n=32), has equal 339

numbers of patients diagnosed with BPI and BPII340

disorder, all of whom are female. Set D is created341

by retaining the 16 female BPII patients from Set A342

and selecting 16 BPI female patients to match for343

time series length. The selection algorithm attempts344

to match the length for each individual patient by345

progressively widening the search range until a346

suitable match is found. Descriptive statistics of the347

subsets are given in the electronic supplementary348

material§I. 349
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Fig. 4. Scatter plot of continuity against compliance for patients
having at least 25 points in their time series (n=93). The approximate
minimum continuity limit2−C−1

m from (10) is shown as a line. There
are some short time series which have continuity values slightly lower
than this limit. As compliance tends towards 1, the minimum possible
continuity tends towards compliance. Those series in the upper left
of the plot with high continuity and low compliance have large gaps
where there is a long sequence of imputed points.

Non-uniformity 350

Using the subset of data labelled Set A, we351

derive the compliance and continuity measures for352

each patient. A scatter plot is shown in Figure 4.353

From (10) we see that the minimum continuity354

tends towards the compliance as the compliance355

approaches 1. For lower compliance where there is356

a higher proportion of imputations, the continuity is357

more dispersed. 358

For the next analysis, we assume that any text359

message latency is small in comparison with the360
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patient’s delay in responding to a prompt from361

the monitoring system. We do not know when the362

prompt message is received by the patient so we363

cannot distinguish total network latency from the364

patient’s response delay. However since the prompt365

messages are dispatched at weekly intervals, we can366

judge the scale of the overall delays by examining367

the time between prompt and receipt. The analysis368

is provided in electronic supplementary material§V369

and shows that most patients have a mean delay370

of half of one day or more. This result is expected371

because the questionnaire relates to a weekly period372

rather than an instant in time: patients do not have373

to reply to the prompt immediately. However, the374

network delay remains unknown and a quantitative375

study of the monitoring infrastructure would be376

valuable in determining the scale and nature of377

network latency.378

Demographic and mood data379

We examine the correlation between continuity380

and both demographic and mood data over the set of381

patients using Set G (n=40) which has equal num-382

bers of male and female patients and Set D (n=32)383

with equal numbers of Bipolar I (BPI) and Bipolar II384

(BPII) diagnoses. No pattern emerges in either case,385

and a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test does386

not distinguish the distribution of male vs female387

or BPI vs. BPII non-uniformity measures. Further388

details can be found in the electronic supplementary389

material§IV.390

Next we look for correlates of non-uniformity391

with mood. There are 9 variables for depression392

corresponding to symptoms of sleep, appetite etc.,393

and 5 variables for mania which we summarize for394

each patient by mean, standard deviation and mean395

absolute difference. We take the rank correlation for396

each symptom with continuity over the set of 93397

patients in Set A. The results are shown in Table I.398

No correlations were found between mean symptom399

levels and continuity. For the dispersion statistics400

only sleep in the depression questionnaire was found401

to have a correlation significant at the 1% level.402

Variability of sleep correlates negatively with403

continuity when measured by standard deviation404

(ρ= –0.26, p= 0.01) and mean absolute difference405

between sequential values (ρ= –0.25, p= 0.02). A406

similar result was found when using compliance as407

the non-uniformity measure. The scatter plots for408

Variability measure

Domain Mean Std. dev. Mean abs. diff.

Sleep +0.14 (0.18) -0.26 (0.01) -0.25 (0.02)

Feeling sad -0.13 (0.21) -0.17 (0.10) -0.09 (0.39)

Appetite/wt -0.06 (0.59) -0.04 (0.75) -0.02 (0.88)

Concentration -0.12 (0.24) +0.01 (0.94) -0.00 (0.96)

Self-view -0.13 (0.22) -0.15 (0.14) -0.13 (0.23)

Death/suicide -0.11 (0.27) -0.15 (0.16) -0.19 (0.06)

Gen. interest -0.11 (0.29) -0.16 (0.12) -0.19 (0.07)

Energy level -0.08 (0.43) -0.14 (0.19) -0.05 (0.61)

Slowed down -0.09 (0.39) -0.08 (0.45) -0.01 (0.91)

TABLE I
RANK CORRELATION (p-VALUES) BETWEEN DEPRESSION

SYMPTOMS AND CONTINUITY FORSET A.

both statistics are shown in Figure 5. 409

We note that there will be a sampling distribution410

for both the mean and variability measures arising411

from the limited sample sizes, which would mani-412

fest in Figure 5 as a range for each point. 413
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Fig. 5. Scatter plots for sleep against continuity. In (a) the standard
deviation of all the resampled sleep values (excluding imputed points)
for each patient are plotted against the continuity score for that
patient. In (b) the mean of the absolute difference between sequential
resampled values, again ignoring imputed points, is used. For both
cases, patients with lower continuity show a higher variability in sleep
responses on average. The linear least-squares fit is markedas a line.

For some symptoms, any correlation with non-414

uniformity might be hidden by this effect. However,415

since the same sampling limits apply to all symp-416

toms we can distinguish sleep variability as having417

a relatively strong association with non-uniformity418

of response. 419

The relation of non-uniformity of response with420

sleep variability is an important finding from this421

analysis. The association is also interesting if re-422

sponse uniformity is taken as an indicator of gen-423

eral functioning. We would expect that delays in424
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responding are caused by holidays, work commit-425

ments, physical illness, forgetting to reply, a low426

priority for replying or chaotic behaviour. Psycho-427

logical factors may have an influence and several428

of the symptoms explicitly measured on the QIDS429

scale are relevant, in particular severe lassitude or430

lack of energy, a lack of interest, poor concentration,431

and thoughts of death/suicide. As pointed out, it is432

quite possible that correlations with these variables433

exist but that they are below the noise threshold.434

The relatively stronger effect of sleep points to a435

number of possibilities. Firstly, a strong association436

between sleep and mental illness is well established,437

if not well understood [19]. So one possibility is that438

sleep is simply the strongest indicator of an under-439

lying disorder which causes irregularity through the440

behavioural issues listed above. The causation might441

be more direct, for example sleep causing problems442

with memory or other functioning, leading to lost443

or delayed ratings. However, it is a high variability444

of sleep ratings rather than a high mean rating that445

predicts non-uniformity of response. It may be that446

there is some adaptation to poor sleep, whereas447

inconsistent sleep leads to inconsistent behaviour.448

The data is too noisy and does not provide a strong449

enough effect to distinguish these scenarios.450

V. A PPLICATION OF METHODS451

We now apply the Edelson-Krolik method to cal-452

culate autocorrelation and correlation using the time453

series for depression. We first examine evidence454

of seasonality from the correlogram for individual455

patients. We then look at the correlation between456

symptoms of depression and finally apply a surro-457

gate data method to detect correlations among the458

set of time series themselves.459

Seasonality460

We examine the autocorrelation function of the461

depression time series using the Edelson-Krolik462

method to determine the autocorrelation at succes-463

sive lags. Four examples of correlograms are shown464

in Figure 6 in comparison with a standard correlo-465

gram (lighter line) which has not been adjusted for466

non-uniform response times. The third plot from the467

top shows a yearly seasonality for both the Edelson-468

Krolik method and the unadjusted correlogram with469

the latter having a peak correlation at less than 50470

weeks and less seasonal variation.471

Figure 7 is the Lomb-Scargle periodogram cor-472

responding to this time plot. It shows a peak of473

spectral power at 370 days indicating a yearly474

seasonality. The depression time series do not in475

general show clear evidence of yearly periodicity,476

though some have a peak at or near this period.477

Most exhibit a rapid decrease in correlation with478

lag and some show evidence of a trend, indicated479

by the correlogram not tending to zero as the lag480

increases. 481
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Fig. 6. Correlograms for the depression time series from four
patients. In each plot, the dark line is the correlogram estimated using
the Edelson-Krolik method with a bin width of 2 weeks and showing
two standard errors each side as a filled region. The lighter line is the
autocorrelation calculated under the assumption of a uniform series.
Imputed points are not used in either calculation. In the time plot
third from the top there is clear evidence of yearly seasonality of
depression. The continuity values for the time series are, from top to
bottom: 0.99, 0.92, 0.87 and 0.30. Vertical lines are year markers
corresponding to 52 and 104 weeks. Note that correlograms are
defined only at integer lags or bin centres but are shown as continuous
lines for clarity.

Correlation between depression symptoms 482

The correlation between depression symptoms is483

examined for patients who have at least 100 data484

points in their homogenized time series. The first485

100 responses are taken, the imputed values re-486

moved and the means subtracted from the individual487

domain scores. Correlation between domains is then488

calculated using the Edelson-Krolik method (3) and489

the scores averaged over the set of patients. In490

order to provide a comparison between symptoms,491
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Fig. 7. Lomb periodogram for a patient exhibiting seasonality of
depression. The corresponding correlogram in Fig. 6 is third from
the top. The spectral power is normalised by the peak power and the
periodicity of 365 days is marked as a vertical line. The peakis at
a period of 370 days and a second much smaller peak occurs at 196
days. In general the depression time series do not show such clear
evidence of yearly periodicity, although some patients have a peak at
or near this period.

only those patients with non-zero symptom series492

and positive correlations are selected. There are 6493

patients showing some pairs of negative correlations494

but these did not show any common relationship.495

The subset of patients fulfilling these criteria is de-496

noted Set E and its statistical properties are summa-497

rized in the electronic supplementary material§II,498

with further details about selection. The selection of499

Set E is illustrated in Figure 8.500

Fig. 8. Flow chart for data selection. From Set A (n=93), a
homogenized set of time series is created and from this Set E (n

= 23) is selected. It has at least 100 data points in the homogenized
time series, and all the symptom time series for a patient have positive
pairwise correlations.

A heat map showing the relationship between501

symptom domains is shown in Figure 9.502

On average, the symptom domainsSleep and503

Appetite/weight correlate less than other domains.504

By contrast Feeling sad correlates strongly with505

other domains whileSlowed down/restless shows506

less correlation with others.507

An analysis of the autocorrelation structure for508

symptom time series explains why the symptoms509

of Sleep and Appetite/weight tend to correlate less510

when paired with other domains. We take the 23511

time series used above and find the autocorrelation512

at using the Edelson-Krolik method on the homoge-513
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Fig. 9. Matrix of mean correlation between pairs of depression
symptoms. For each patient in a set of 23, we find the correlation
between pairs of symptoms and present the average over wholeset.
Only positive correlations greater than two standard errors from zero
are used and patients with negative correlations or non-significant
autocorrelations are excluded. The white diagonal represents the zero
lag autocorrelations of individual domain time series.
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Fig. 10. Autocorrelation for symptom time series. The chart
represents the mean first order autocorrelation of a set of 23patients,
with error bars showing the standard error. The symptomsSleep and
Appetite/weight have a lower autocorrelation than the rest implying
a low relative correlation with symptoms which have a different
autocorrelation structure.

nized time series with imputed points removed. The514

results are shown in Figure 10. The symptomsSleep 515

and Appetite/weight have a lower autocorrelation516

than the other symptoms which explains their rela-517

tively low pairwise correlation in Figure 9. Although518

Sleep andAppetite/weight have a similar first order519

autocorrelation, Figure 9 shows that they do not520

themselves correlate as a pair, the reason being that521

their autocorrelation structure is somewhat different:522
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the autocorrelation forSleep remains higher than523

Appetite/weight as the lag increases. Autocorrelation524

coefficients up to a lag of 4 are shown in the525

electronic supplementary material§III.526

We note that these two symptoms are the most527

amenable to objective measurement out of the528

nine symptoms in the QIDS rating scale and that529

Slowed down/Restless, which might also fall into530

this category also correlates less than the others.531

It may be that the other symptoms:Feeling sad,532

Concentration, Self-view, Thoughts of death/suicide,533

Interest and Energy level have a common factor534

which influences them more than it does the other535

three symptoms. This finding is similar to that in536

[20] which identified three factors in the IDS instru-537

ment: cognitive/mood, anxiety/arousal and sleep (or538

sleep/appetite for the self-rated instrument).539

Time series correlation540

In this section, we look for similar mood changes541

in patients by examining pairwise correlations be-542

tween their time series of depression ratings. We543

take a set of 28 patients who have complete depres-544

sion series during the years 2009 and 2010 which545

we denote as Set F.546

Fig. 11. Flow chart for data selection. From Set A (n=93), a
homogenized set of time series is created and from this Set F (n

= 28) is selected. It is comprised of time series which span the years
2009-2010 and have fewer than 20% of imputed points over that
period.

The selection process is illustrated in Figure 11547

and descriptive statistics are given in the electronic548

supplementary material§II. We create a reference549

set of surrogate time series by shuffling the time550

order of existing series while maintaining their551

mean, variance and autocorrelation function. The552

algorithm used for this process is described in [21]553

and is implemented using theTISEAN function554

surrogates [22]. The distribution of the pairwise555

correlations for both the original and surrogate data556

sets is shown in Figure 12.557

The correlations between time series for original558

and surrogate data sets appear to have the same559

distribution and a two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov560

test returns a value ofp=0.53. Although external561
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Fig. 12. Kernel density estimate of pairwise correlations between
time series. The dark line is the density estimate for the original set
of time series and the light line for the surrogate data. Eachsurrogate
time series is derived from its original counterpart by taking the
Fourier transform and randomizing the phases to obtain a time series
with the same power spectrum. The method removes any correlation
between pairs of time series that arises from a common sourcerather
than by chance. The similarity of the distributions shows that in
general there is no correlation present among pairs of the original
time series.

factors do not appear to have a strong influence on562

depression over the set of patients, this does not563

preclude the possibility that there may be strong564

environmental effects in individual cases. 565

VI. CONCLUSION 566

We have addressed the problem of describing and567

modelling time series with missing or irregularly568

spaced values. Two new measures for quantifying569

missing and non-uniform data were introduced and570

applied to a database of telemonitored mood data.571

The quantification of non-uniformity can be useful572

in 1) investigation of non-uniformity as correlate of573

other variables 2) selecting subsets of data where574

uniformity is a requirement 3) use as supplementary575

information for a clinician. We found that time576

series uniformity does not correlate with either577

gender or diagnostic subtype. However, variability578

of sleep correlates with continuity. This finding has579

implications for selecting time series according to580

their uniformity since it may exclude patients with581

more variable sleep ratings. 582

The Edelson-Krolik method uses relative dis-583

tances rather than fixed lags to determine time584

series correlation and so it is robust to non-uniform585

sampling intervals. We used the method to generate586

correlograms of depression ratings and showed that587

one patient exhibited mood with yearly seasonality.588

Most patients do not show evidence of seasonality,589

but rather a short term autocorrelation structure. 590

We examined correlations between depression591
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symptoms and found thatsleep andappetite/weight592

show a lower average correlation than other symp-593

toms. We found evidence that the autocorrelation594

structure for these domains is different from that595

of the others. Finally, we examined correlations596

between patients’ depression time series but found597

no evidence of correlation in general. We note598

that for some patients, the weekly sampling will599

be below the Nyquist frequency for depression, so600

information will be lost. A study identifying the601

range of frequencies in depression in bipolar would602

therefore help in choosing an optimal sample rate,603

consistent with practical considerations.604
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